MONDAY, JUNE 2, 2003

Assembly Agriculture and Natural Resources Hearing 7:00 PM
Gloucester Township Municipal Building (Court Room)
Gloucester Township, NJ
Chair: Asm. Smith, Robert J.
Subject: Remediation Alternatives for the GEMS Landfill.

THURSDAY, JUNE 5, 2003 (continued)

*Assembly Family, Women and Children's Services Meeting 2:00 PM
Committee Room 12, 4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asw. Previte, Mary T.
The following bill, pending intro, will also be considered: A-3748 Conaway/Scalera Concerns employer notifications to workers regarding temporary disability benefits.

Assembly Agriculture and Natural Resources Meeting 2:00 PM
Committee Room 8, 3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asm. Smith, Robert J.
A2826 [Smith, Robert J./Van Drew, Jeff], Mercury advis.-notfy pregnant women
A3339 [Armone, Michael J./Santo, Paul A.], Animal cruelty, cert.-civl action
S1203 [Buono, Barbara-3], Mercury advis.-notfy pregnant women
The Committee will receive testimony from representatives of the Chemistry Council of NJ on the following: the identification of potential terrorist targets; the improvements to chemical plant security; and new procedures for first responders.

Assembly Education Meeting 10:00 AM Committee Room 9,
4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asw. Greenstein, Linda R.
A3029 [Kean, Sean T./Wolle, David W.], Explosive devices-proh. sch. emp. handle
A3217 [Bateman, Christopher], Co. coll.-concerns bd. of trustees
A3331 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Doria, Joseph V.+5], Teacher certification-concerns
A3557 [Greenwald, Louis D.], Sch. photographers-concerns
A3666 [Stender, Linda/Sarfo, Paul A.+3], Equivalency or waiver-Ed. Comm. approve
S1947 [Martin, Robert J./Palaia, Joseph A.+1], Pupils, teachers-wear protective devices
S1322 [Bryant, Wayne R.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
S1202 [Buono, Barbara+4], Mercury advis.-notify pregnant women
A2817 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K
A3301 [Greenstein, Linda R./Johnson, Gordon M.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
A3620 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Watson Coleman, Bonnie], Cross burning-concerns
A2817 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K

Assembly Homeland Security and State Preparedness Meeting 2:00 PM
Committee Room 12, Fourth Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asw. Quigley, Joan M.
A3579 [Burstelli, John J./Fisher, Douglas H.], Contractors-concerns background checks
The Committee will receive testimony from representatives of the Chemistry Council of NJ on the following: the identification of potential terrorist targets; the improvements to chemical plant security; and new procedures for first responders.

Assembly Labor Meeting 10:00 AM Committee Room 9,
3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asw. Friscia, Arline M.
A2817 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K
A3301 [Greenstein, Linda R./Johnson, Gordon M.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
A3559 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Trusts-estab., young beneficiaries
A3620 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Watson Coleman, Bonnie], Cross burning-concerns
A2817 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K
S1322 [Bryant, Wayne R.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
S1688 [Caliero, James S./Matheussen, John J.+30], Drunk driv.-enact ordinance

Assembly Military and Veterans' Affairs Meeting 10:00 AM
Committee Room 13, Fourth Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asw. Friscia, Arline M.
A3533 [Dancer, Ronald S./Malone, Joseph R.+1], Distinguished svc. medal-clarifies req.
A3542 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Uniform Mediation Act-enacts
A3522 [Van Dervalk, Charlotte-1], Mental health court pilot prog.-estab.
S1947 [Martin, Robert J./Palaia, Joseph A.+1], Pupils, teachers-wear protective devices
S1688 [Caliero, James S./Matheussen, John J.+30], Drunk driv.-enact ordinance

Assembly Judiciary Meeting 10:00 AM Committee Room 12,
4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton NJ
Chair: Asw. Greenstein, Linda R.
A3301 [Greenstein, Linda R./Johnson, Gordon M.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
A3542 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Uniform Mediation Act-enacts
A3559 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Trusts-estab., young beneficiaries
A3620 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Watson Coleman, Bonnie], Cross burning-concerns
A2817 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K
S1322 [Bryant, Wayne R.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
S1688 [Caliero, James S./Matheussen, John J.+30], Drunk driv.-enact ordinance

Assembly Labor Meeting 10:00 AM Committee Room 9,
3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Asw. Friscia, Arline M.
A2817 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K
A3301 [Greenstein, Linda R./Johnson, Gordon M.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
A3559 [Greenstein, Linda R.], Trusts-estab., young beneficiaries
A3620 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Watson Coleman, Bonnie], Cross burning-concerns
A2817 [Van Drew, Jeff], Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K
S1322 [Bryant, Wayne R.], Bail-concerns sufficiency hearings
S1688 [Caliero, James S./Matheussen, John J.+30], Drunk driv.-enact ordinance

Assembly Agriculture and Natural Resources Hearing 7:00 PM
Gloucester Township Municipal Building (Court Room)
Gloucester Township, NJ
Chair: Asm. Smith, Robert J.
Subject: Remediation Alternatives for the GEMS Landfill.